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INTRODUCTION 
Since R. DEDEKIND [4] was the first person who proved in about 1873 
that the zeta-function (x(s) of a pure cubic field X over Q is divisible 
by the ordinary (Riemann) zeta-function C(s) of Q, i.e. [x(s)/C(s) is an 
integral function of the complex variable s, we will equip the following 
conjecture with Dedekind’s name: 
CONJECTURE OF DEDEKIND : Let k be an algebraic number jield (jinite 
extension of the rational Jield Q) and let K be a jield of finite degree osei k. 
Then PK(s)/&(s) is an integral function. 
In 1923 E. ARTIN confirmed the conjecture in the affirmative in the 
following cases : 
1) K/k some Galois extension with Gal (K/k) isomorphic to 
a) an abelian group, 
b) a solvable group, 
c) the icosahedral group ‘35. 
2) K/k contained in a Galois extension T/k such that Gal (T/k) is a so- 
called solvable “linear group”; see [l] for the details. 
In 1947 R. BRAUER [2] generalized the results of Artin as he showed 
that the conjecture is true whenever K/k is a Galois extension. Even in 
the case that K/Q is a Galois extension with Gal (K/Q) isomorphic to the 
simple group 85, the icosahedral group, there are fields M such that 
K 3 M 3 Q for which it is unknown whether CM(S)/~(S) is an integral 
function or not; see footnote 6 of [2]. 
Because of the last remark it seemed hopeless to say something about 
the general case. We verified the conjecture in the case that K is contained 
in a field S with S/k a Galois extension whose Galois group is isomorphic 
to a finite doubly transitive solvable group without quaternion sections ; 
see [6]. 
It is the purpose of this paper to generalize our result of [6] in full, 
and to confirm the conjecture in the affirmative whenever solvable groups 
are involved; more precisely, we prove the following theorem, thereby 
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generalizing the results of Artin and Brauer in the solvable case, and 
including Dedekind’s case : 
THEOREM. Let k be (in nlgd~raic number jield and let K be a jinite 
extension field of k. Suppose that D is a Gal&s extension of k, containing K, 
such that Gal (Q/k) is a jinite solvable group. Then OK/& is an integral 
function. 
For a good account on zeta-(‘unctions and Artin L-functions the reader 
is referred to [3]. 
Group theoretical notations and conventions will be that of HUPPERT’S 
book [5]. 
Representation theory and character theory of groups is done over 
the field of the complex numbers. 
All algebraic number fields featuring in this paper are contained inside 
a fixed algebraic closure of Q. 
In this section we prove the following 
THEOREM. Let k and K be algebraic number fields such that k C K = k(a). 
Let Q be the splitting field of the irreducible polyrwmial p(X) of LX over k. 
Hence k C K C 52. Assume that G= Gal (Q/k) is solvable. Then &(s)/[k(s) 
is an integral function. 
PROOF. There exists a chain of fields k= ko C kl C . . . C kt= K such 
that there are no intermediate fields between kf and h-1 for any i. Since 
and since the Galois group of the smallest Galois extension of kr-1, con- 
tau h, is solvable too, it suffices to prove the theorem for the case 
that there are no intermediate fields between K and k. 
Hence we may assume that H = Gal(Q/K) is a maximal subgroup of G. 
Aa G is solvable, G has a minimal abelian normal aubgroup A # (1). We 
argue that G= HA. Indeed, HA = H leads to the fact that K/k would 
be contained in a Galois extension X/k with Galois group isomorphic 
to G/A, contrary to the choice of 52. Hence HA = G and since H n A 4 
a HA=G, it follows that HnA= (1). 
Let now 3, be the principal character of H. The induced character 1G 
to G has the decomposition 
(1) 
into irreducible characters Ji, . . . , & of G, & #2j when if; j, and such that 
each & occurs with multiplicity 01g > 1 in equation (1) ; the principal 
character 11 occurs with multiplicity 1. Notice that the set (22, . . ., &} 
is not empty. 
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According to Artin’s formalism it follows from (1) that the following 
decnmposition of cx(a) holds : 
1 
L&3) = L(s, 1,O/K) = L(s, AG, Q/k) =L(s, Al, Q/k) - 
(2) 
- iQ (Uh nl, Q/4F = M) - 4Q (Us, &, Q/Q)“<. 
Following a special case of Mackey’s theorem, see [5], Th. V. 16.9, 
we have 
(AA r-j H)~ = &A = 2 pt = (P$ = (P)A, 
i-l 
where (l-lili= 1, . . . . ]A[} is the set of all distinct linear characters of A, 
,ui is the principal character of A, E is the trivial character of the group 
{l}=A n H. 
Assume that 12 is a non-linear character. Then &/A contains at least 
one ,uj with j> 2. Indeed, from 
1=((3,G)A,/h)=(~2~2(A,/h)+(kjA, pl)+...=a2(22/A, ,Ul)+l+..., 
it follows that (&]A, ,ui) = 0, whence there is some ,uf, j> 2 for which rul 
occurs in 12)~. Then we have for this ,q : 
1= (@‘)A, pj)> (d2lA, /4)=“2(~2jA, ,@ >&2> 1, 
from which it follows that 
(4 012=1. 
In fact 14 A contains precisely once this ,cy, as (121 A, MY) = 1. 
Let T be the inertia group (Tragheitsgruppe) of this ,UJ in G, whence 
T is of the form T = HoA where HO is a subgroup of H. We show that 
s;fi~e has an extension to an (irreducible) linear character of T. Namely, 
,@a) =~(a) for all a E A, h E HO, 
then we get for a,bEA and h,mEHo: 
p(humb) = p(hmm-iamb) =p(m-lamb) (since m-lamb E A), 
,u(m-lamb) =,u(m-lam)p(b) =p(a)p(b) (since m E HO C T), 
AaMb) =,4Wi4mb)3 
hence ,E is a linear character of T, extending ~1. It follows now that 
PT = z: eu(lh%k u 
where eU runs through all irreducible characters of T/A, and where in 
the summation eU is also considered as a character of T. See Th. V. 17.12.~ 
of [5]. (Note that ,iieu#,iieW when uf w, as p is a linear character of A 
and observe that fieU is an irreducible character of T for any u). 
It follows now from Th. V. 17.11 of [6] that 
(5) ruG= 2 e~P)(Pe4G~ u 
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where the (@,)o, u = 1, . . . are irreducible characters of G, and it follows 
also that (,i&)o# (FQ~)~ when u#w. Now we have 
1 = (y, a41 = (pG, 121, 
hence we cpnclude that AZ,= (,@,)G for some specific v, and that this (,i@)o 
occurs once in @. So. ev(l) = 1. Therefore ,iiev is a non-principal linear 
character of T,.. Hence iza is a monomial character induced by a non- 
principal linear’ character of some subgroup of G, namely T. Then it 
follows as is well known, that L(s, 12, Q/k) =L(s, lie,,, Q/Z) is an integral 
function since L(s, PeV, Q/Z). is an abelian L-function; 2 is the invariant 
field of T. 
: Therefore we ,have proved ,that the set (Aa, . . ., &} contains at most 
monomial non-linear characters induced by non-principal linear characters 
of subgroups of G, besides the non-principal linear characters of G possibly 
dcctiing .iJa &, ,. . . , a,). 
Therefore any L(s, &, D/k), i = 2, . . ., s, is an integral function, whence 
certainly l-J& (L(8, &, Q/k)“4 is an integral function, q.e.d. 
, ‘,I ,, ” 
It is clear that we have proved the theorem as stated in the introduction. 
COROLLARY. Let k, -liT, 0 be as in the Theorem of $ 1, no intermediate 
fields between k and K. Suppose that GuZ(Q/k). is not necessarily solvable 
but that there exists an abelian normal subgroup AZ(~) of GaZ@hj;k). 
Then &(s)/&(s) is an integral function. 
PROOF. Clear from the, proof of the theorem of ,b 1. ,i .;. ,‘I ,’ ( 
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